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Vyalsovite, a new sulfide-hydroxide of iron, calcium, and aluminum
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Ansrucr

The new mineral vyalsovite, FeS.Ca(OH)r.AI(OH)3, has been found in forsterite skarns
at the lower contact of the Tatnakh gabbro-dolerite intrusion in Devonian dolomite. It
occurs as 5- to 150-pm grains and veinlets in association with valleriite, diaspore, djer-
fisherite, serpentine, and magnetite. This assemblage formed as a result of the replacemont
of minerals included in an earlier assemblage of chalcopyrite, forsterite, and spinel. Vyal-
sovite has an unusual composition and unique optical properties. It contains Fe 23.65,Ca
16.30, Al 10.94, S 13.17, Mn 0.23 wtolo.In polished section, the mineral displays extreme
reflection pleochroism from dark gray to crimson red. Reflectance in air at 540 nm is
8.150/o for R. and I l.4olo for R". Reflectance spectra of vyalsovite R" and R" cross several
times in the range from 250 to 800 nm. The optic sigr of vyalsovite changes four times
within this range. No other known ore mineral possesses such optical properties.

According to X-ray and electron diffraction data, vyalsovite is or.thorhombic (possible
spac€ groups Cmmm, C222, CmmL, Cm2m, Cmma, C2ma) with 4 : 14.20(l), b :

20.98(2), c: 5A96@) A. tne calculated density is 1.96 g,/cm3 for the ideal composition
a n d Z : 8 .

ItcrRooucrroN

While collecting samples from the lower zone of mag-
nesian skarns underlying th€ Talnakh intrusion in the
Noril'sk regton, our attention was attmcted to tiny clus-
ters of a mineral resembling bornite in color. The samples
came from prospecting holes in the eastern part of the
Komsomol mine of the Talnakh deposit. Subsequent mi-
croscopic, cheinical, and X-ray examination of the sam-
ples have shown that this material is a new mineral. The
new mineral and name, vyalsovite, were approved by the
Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names of the
International Mineralogical Association in April, 1989.
The name honors Leonid N. Yyalsov, a well-known spe-
cialist in reflected light optics, who studied this minpral's
unique optical properties. A polished section ofvyalsov-
ite has been deposited at the Mineralogical Museum of
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and in the Miner-
agraphy Laboratory of IGEM, Academy of Sciences of
the USSR, both in Moscow.

OccunnnxcB AND AssocrATroNs

Vyalsovite occurs in forsterite skarns in association with
nonsulfide minerals and sulfides (Fig. l). It forms clusters
of tiny grains from 5-10 to 100-150 pm in size. The
earliest association includes forsterite and spinel. For-
sterite is replaced by serpentine peripherally and along

* Pre$ent address: MinGeo USSR, The Central Research Ge-
ology Prospecting Institute, Varshavskoje Shosse, 129 B, Mos-
cow 113545, USSR.
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cracks. Spinel with the composition Mg(Al,Fe)rOo Gni-
croprobe) forms irregular grains and clusters. Vyalsovite
is usually closely associated with these spinel clusters @ig.
1). A subsequent association is represented by chalcopy-
rite and pentlandite, which are interstitial to forsterite
and spinel.

Se4>entine, magnetite, valleriite, pyrite, djerfisherite,
diaspore, and vyalsovite ficrmed by replacement of the

Fig. 1. Yyalsovite (V1, different shades ofgray, reflection ple-
ochroism) replaces chalcopyrite (Cp, white). Chalcopyriteis also
replaced by valleriite (Val, fine-erained aggregates) and spinel
(Sp, high-refief gains). Plane-poladzed reflected light. Field width
: 0-250 mm.
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Fig.2. Vyalsovite (Vl) and valleriite (val) fill the interstices
among crystals and aggregates of pyrite. Plane-polarized reflect-
ed light. Field width : 0.250 mm.

minerals of earliest associations. Serpentine and magne-
tite replace forsterite and spinel, respectively. Valleriite
replaces chalcopyrite (Fig. l) and sometimes occurs in
association with serpentine. Crystals, grain aggregates, and
veinlets of pyrite intergrown with magnetite are associ-
ated with chalcopyrite. Tiny segregations of djerfisherite
occur among chalcopyrite or vyalsovite masses. Interest-
ingly, diaspore (HAlOr) occurs in this assemblage. Dia-
spore grains, hardly distinguishable from spinel, are lo-
cated along the margins of sulfide agg.regates and among
the spinel clusters.

Vyalsovito replaces chalcopyrite completely, occurs as
discontinuous rims, or cements pyrite grains (Fig. 2) oc-
curring with chalcopyrite. Intergrowths of vyalsovite with
djerfisherite, diaspore, and valleriite are common. Vyal-
sovite veinlets have been observed locally in the forsterite
skarns.

Or"rrcar, PRoPERTTES

On a broken surface, the fine veinlets and aggregates of
vyalsovite are crimson in color. In polished section, the
optical properties of the mineral are unusual. More than
15 grains of vyalsovite were characterized optically. On
the basis of all the data, the mineral may be considered
pseudo-uniaxial. In isotropic (R.) and nearly isotropic
sections, vyalsovite is dark gray; R" corresponds to the
minimum reflectance. In sections parallel to the optic axis,
and thus showing R" and R., the mineral has extreme
bireflectance and reflection pleochroism (dark gray to
crimson red). Between crossed polars, the colors are even
more extreme (dark gray to bright orange-red). Accord-
ingly, there is the impression that between crossed polars
wyalsovite has a higher reflectance than it has without the
analyzer.In oil, the colors observed with a single polar
are somewhat deeper, but the anisotropism remains about
the same as in the air.

Ro values of vyalsovite (Table l) decrease gradually
from 250 to 800 nm (normal dispersion), and maxima of
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Fig. 3. Reflectance curves ofvyalsovite (R. and R") and erd-
ite (R, and Rr). Data for erdite from Czamanske et al. (1980).

the R. curve are weakly expressed. The R. curve is char-
acteized by distinct maxima at 325, 427, 534, and 645
nm (strong) and 700 nm (weak). The R" and R. reflec-
tance curves cross several times, resulting in optic sign
changes four times in the range from 250 to 800 nm (Fig.

3). No other known ore mineral possesses such optical
propertres.

In oil, the form of the R" curve remains the same but
the values of R" decrease considerably. No crossing of R.

and R" curyes is observed; the mineral is optically posi-

tive over the range 250-800 nm. This differing behavior
in air and in oil testifies to an exceedingly strong disper-

sion of absorption and refraction for the mineral. How-
ever, the optical constants n and k have not been calcu-
lated for vyalsovite because of the relatively small size of
its grains. In this case, small errors in the measurements
ofR lead to rather large errors in the calculated values of
n and k.

Color values derived from R" and R. are not informa-
tive because of the complex form of the R. curve.

In strong bireflectance, reflection pleochroism, and
bright color effects of anisotropism, vyalsovite resembles
covellite, umangite, and yushkinite. But all these miner-
als have different R. and R" curves, and usually the curves
cross at only one point. In oil, the reflectance curves of
covellite, umangite, and yushkinite cross, whereas those
ofvyalsovite do not.

The optical properties of vyalsovite resemble those of
erdite (Czamanske et al., 1980), but there are essential
differences. First, there is a difference in the form ofthe
reflectance curves R. (vyalsovite) and R' (erdite) (Fig. 3).
The curve R. of vyalsovite is almost flat; the Ro values
remain nearly constant, decreasing only slightly on all the
intervals of measurement. Erdite is characterized by
slightly increasing values of R,. Second, the R. curve of
vyalsovite is considerably lower than R, of erdite, al-
though the maxima of these curves coincide. Third, the
most essential distinction is the multiple crossing of the

R" and R" curves of vyalsovite; R' and R, of erdite do
not cross. Czamanske et al. (1980) note that erdite tar-
nishes rapidly and its surface becomes black in several
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TABLE 1 . Reflectance (R^,, in o/o) of vyalsovite meausured at 1o-nm intervals

I (nm) R" R" I (nm) 4 a I (nm) R. R. I (nm) R. R,

203

250 10.1 7.7 390
260 10.1 6.8 400
270 9.9 6.0 410
280 9.8 5.8 420
290 9.7 5.9 430
300 9.6 6.5 440
310 9.5 7.4 450
320 9.4 8.0 460
330 9.2 8.0 470
340 9.0 7.6 480
350 9.0 7.2 490
360 9.0 6.8 500
370 8.8 6.5 510
380 8.8 6.s s20

8.6
8.5
8.4
8.2
8.2
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.2

6.9
8.0
9.8

1 1 . 5
12.0
1  1 . 6
10.2
8.9
7.7
6.8
6.9
7.8
9.3

10.8

1 1 . 6
11.4
10.5
9.2
8.3
8.2
9.1

11.2
15.1
20.0
25.0
29.0
29.1
27.9

670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800

7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8

26.6
2s.8
25.3
24.7
23.7
22.7
21.7
20.7
19.9
19.2
18.7
18.2
17.9
17.5

530 8.2
540 8.2
550 8.1
560 8.0
570 8.0
580 8.0
590 8.0
600 7.9
610 7.9
620 7.9
630 7.9
640 7.9
650 7.9
660 7.8

- /v-ote: Reflectance of vyalsovite measured by L.N. Vyalsov with microspectrophotometers Msphp-2 and MSphUL-312. Oblective lens 20 x , N.A. :
0.40. Diameter of measured field 15 rm. zeiss-calibrated standards Si, SiC, anct (W,T|)C. Measured surface is perp€ndicular to the incident light beam.

days. The polished surface of vyalsovite
changed as do the values ofR. and R".

Crrnvrrclr, coMposrrroN
The chemical composition of vyalsovite was deter-

mined with a Cameca Camebax microprobe using an ac-
celerating voltage of l0 kV, a beam current of58 nA for
O (15 kV and 2l nA for all other elements), and a variety
of standards (Table 2). During the calculations of O con-
tent, the data ofRuste (1979) served as the source ofmass
absorption coefficients. ZAF corrections were determined
using several standards. The choice of standards for O
was based on the similarity of absorbed current (i) be-
tween the standard and the analyzed sample; thus, 4,orl
1"oo : 1.00, i.o/t,,u: 0.99, {*w/iuo : 1.05. During the
quantitative determination of O, the superposition of
AIKB GII order) and OKa emission lines was also con-
sidered.

The reproducibility ofresults using various standards
was 1.50/o for S, 1.670 for Fe, and 5.00/o for O. The SKa
line profiles for sulfide (FeS) and sulfate (FeSOo) show
that the 56* peak is shifted 0.005 A relative to the Sr-
peak. The shift corresponds to a loss of X-ray intensity
of approximately l7o/o. The profiles of the SKa line of the
analyzed, sample and of the FeS standard completely co-
incide, sr ggesting the presence of "sulfide" S in the min-
eral.

The presence ofC could not be detected in any ofthe
six samples by microprobe analysis (accelerating voltage
l0 kV, current 85 nA, and counting time 40 s). The C
detection limit was 0.5 wto/o (990/o confidence level).

The analytical results (Table 2) yield the formula FeS.
(Ca,Mn)(Al,FeXOHr), where Ca > Mn and Al > Fe. The
presence of OH group is based on the following consid-
erations:

l. If Ca, Al, Mn, and part of the Fe are present in
vyalsovite as oxides, the O content should be approxi-
mately 17 wo/o. According to the analytical data, the O
concentration is close to 32-33 wto/o.

2. If the OH group is present, the value of O**" should

remains un- approximate O-.. Taking into account a significant error
in O determination (-3olo relative), the presence of HrO
in vyalsovite could not be excluded. However, the min-

Tlele 2. Electron microprobe analyses of vyalsovite

Grain no. (wt%)

Elements
Detec-

tion limit

C a C
D,Vo
sv[;

At c
D, TO
SVT;

Fe C*.
C*n
C*o
D , %
SVT;

sc
D, YO
sv[

M n C
D, o/o

svn
o c

D, o/o

sv[
o*
H*
2*"
z"*

16.25 16.31 16.37 16.23 16.30 16.48
0.23 0.29 0.44 0.79 0.34 0.21
1.10  1 .48  1 .50  1 .80  1 .70  1 .08

10.93 10.93 11.04 10.86 10.94 10.92
0.26 0.29 0.26 0.35 0.26 0.25
0.99 1.08 0.95 1.29 0.98 0.9s

23.50 23.90 23.6s 23.6s 23.65 23.76
22.82 22.99 22.90 23.08 22.93 23.16
0.68 0.91 1.00 0.57 0.72 0.60
0.56 0.66 1.10 1.07 0.50 0.72
0.76 0.92 1.60 1.47 0.70 1.00

13.10 13.20 13.15 13.25 13.17 13.30
0.40 0.35 0.43 0.36 0.26 0.22
1.20 0.95 1.16 0.95 0.70 0.61
o.70 0.16 0.10 0.43 0.23 0.13
0.22 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.0s
1.30 1.50 1.14 0.96 1.48 1.04

3|3 33 33 32 3ri] 32
0.96 0.90 210 1.80 2j0 2j3
0.80 0.50 1 .16 1 .00 1.14 1 .19

97.48 97.50 97.56 96.42 97.29 96.59
33.40 3{t.3!t, 33.63 33.02 33.23 33.19
2.08 2.08 2.10 2.07 2.O8 2.07

99.96 99.91 100.29 99.52 99.60 99.85
15.7 15.7 15.6 15.6 15.7 15.6

Formula for IV*:3

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.08

1 : Fe, oSo *. (Cao sMno @)i or(Alo sFeo *), oo(OHL -
2 : Fe, 0S,..(Cao$MnoorLs(Alo.sFeo6), o1(OH)5@
3 : Fe, oSo *.Cao.s(Alo sFeo @)i o,(OH)6 m
4 : Fe, oS, -.(CaosMnooJi oo(Al@7Feod, *(OH)r-
5 : Fe, oS, *.(GaosMnoo,)l oJAlo$Feod, o,(OH)s@
6 : Fe, oS, ,.(CaosMnoo,)r o(Alo$Feo.), *(OH)r.

Note; Monochromators-LiF (Mn,Fe), PET (Ca,S), TAP (Al), ODRV (O);
averaging of intensities was carried out using ten measurements; count
time : 20 s; standards used--4iopside (Ca), pyrope (Al,O), chemically
pure Mn, troilite (S), CuFeS, (Fe), and TiO, (O); relative intensities were
transformed to urto/o with the program SAMARA for IBM EC-1033 (San-
domirskaya and Mirkin, 1979). O*, H* : calculated for FeS.Ca(OH)..
A(OH)3. C : efement content, wtTo; D, o/o : relalive confrdenoe intorval
(for a: 0.99, n: 10); S: least-squares mean deviation in intensity; t*
: average intensity; Sf/r"* : G. Goldstein's homogeneity criterion (Beiner
et al., 1982).
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Fig. 4. Dependence ofabsorbed electron current on average
atomic number.

eral is very stable under the electron beam, even at high
accelerating voltage and beam culTent.

3. The variation of the absorbed current (t) with the
atomic number of a sample (Z is plotted in Figure 4.
The average atomic number calculated from the analyt-
ical data coincides with the average atomic number de-
rived from Figure 4.

Direct determination of the presence of H'O or OH in
vyalsovite could not be carried out by DTA or IR meth-
ods because of the lack of sufficient material. However,
Raman spectroscopy (Dr. J. M. Beny, CRSCM, Orleans,
France) indicates that Ca-OH and FeS bonds are present.

Svprvrnrnv AND uNrr-cELL DTMENSToNS

X-ray study of vyalsovite was hindered by the small
size of its fine-grained aggregates. The mineral is inter-
grown with valleriite, and powder diffraction patterns of
vyalsovite often show X-ray reflections of valleriite. The
intensities ofthese reflections vary as a result ofthe dif-
fering proportions of valleriite and vyalsovite.

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of vyalsovite
(Table 3) differs from those of the chemically similar hy-
brid minerals valleriite, tochilinite (Organova et al., 1975),
and yushkinite (Makeev et al., 1984). Therefore, the pat-
tern cannot be indexed on the assumption that the vyal-
sovite structure contains interlayered sulfide and hydrox-
ide units.

The unit-cell symmetry and dimensions of vyalsovite
were determined using a transmission electron micro-
scope (JEM-100C) equipped with a Kevex 5100 detector.
The electron diffraction patterns are consistent with one
of six possible space groups: Cmmm, C222, Cmm2,
Cm2m, Cmma, C2ma (Fig. 5). The values of the unit-
cell dimensions calculated by means of a least-squares
refinement of X-ray powder diffraction pattern data are

TffiLE 3. X-ray powder diffraction data for vyalsovite

tth d* (A) hkr 4* (A) ilh 4* (A) hkt d* (A)

6.09
5.40
4.76

3.59
3.26
2.88
2.70
2.58
2.48

2.29

130 6.27
001 5.50
021 4.87
310 4.62
400 3.55
151 3.25
421 2.87
112 2.68
171 2.59
460 2.49
280 2.46
620 2.31
242 2.30
371 2.30
332 2.25
281 2.25
551 2.16

1.846 661 1.846
462 1.846

1.776 203 1 .774
800 1.775

1.728 043 1.730
1 .676 681 1.674

482 1.673
770 1.680

1.648 572 1.649
1.598 732 1.589

662 1.596
1.520 752 1.521

5.1 1 .1 1.521
861 1.520

1.487 3.11.2 1.487
373 1.484

1.405 5.13.0 1.403
1.345 932 1 .343

7 .11.1 1.347
1.319 314 1.317

1 . 1 1 . 3  1 . 3 1 6
8.10.1 1.316
10.6.0 1 .316

1 .31 1 0.16.0 1 .31 1

t 0Z

30
30b

062
2.O7 570

262
352

2.03 2.10.0
710
641
442
172

1.973 481
1.894 1 .1  1 .0

2.10.'l
532

2.16
2.062
2.067
2.068
2.012
2.O19
2.008
2.007
2.005
1.969
1.890
1.889
1.900

Note.'Analyzed with 57.3-mm Gandolfi camera, Fer(a radiation' visually
estimated intensities, b : broad line. All data were used for least-squares
refinement of cell parameters.

a : 14.20(l), b : 20.98(2), and c : 5.a96() A. ttre
calculated density of wyalsovite is l '96 g'lcm, for the com-
position FeS'Ca(OH),'AI(OH)3 wilh Z : 8 -

DrscussroN

A vyalsovite grain suitable for single-crystal structural
study could not be found, and therefore knowledge ofits
structure is limited. Vyalsovite might be regarded as a
mineral analogous to certain hybrid sulfide-hydroxide
minerals. However, the optical properties of the mineral,
its composition, and the peculiarities of its X-ray pattern

suggest significant differences between wyalsovite and
those hybrid minerals.

Based on optical properties, erdite (NaFeS2'2H2O,
Konnert and Evans, 1980) may to some extent be con-
sidered an analogue of vyalsovite. [The formula of erdite
according to chemical analy4ical data is NaFeSr'HrO. In
determining the structure, the best R factor was obtained
with two molecules of HrO (Czamanske et al., 1980).1
The similarity of the c dimensions (-5.5 A) of the unit
cells of erdite and vyalsovite suggests the presence of sim-
ilar structural elements in these minerals. In erdite, edge-
sharing [FeSo] tetrahedra form chains parallel to c (Kon-

nert and Evans, 1980) with a repeat distance (two links)
of -5.5 A. Two such chains intersect the a axis (a :

10.69 A) of erdite, at 0 and Yz. It is highly probable that
analogous chains of edge-sharing [FeSr] tetrahedra are
present in the structure of vyalsovite and that they are
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aconnected with the help of Ca(OH)u polyhedra (?) and
A(OH)6 polyhedra (?) into a three-dimensional frame-
work.

Hybrid minerals contain chemically heterogeneous lay-
ers (for example, sulfide-hydroxide). To insure an integral
structure, it is necessary to provide for stable bonding
between these heterogeneous layers. This is achieved by
the opposite charges ofthese layers: (+) for the hydroxide
layer as a result ofthe presence oftrivalent cations in the
positions of bivalent cations (for example, Alr* or Fe3+
instead of Mgz* in valleriite); (-) for the sulfide layer as
a result of partial filling of cation vacancies in a sulfur
closest-packed array (for exarnple, Fe, .S in tochilinite
or V, ,S in yushkinite). No deviation from the ratio Fe:S
: l: I and Fe:Ca:Al : I : l: I has been established for vyal-
sovite. Its formula corresponds precisely to FeS.Ca(OH)r'
Al(oH)3.

The authors initially considered vyalsovite to be a
structural analogue of valleriite. However, the electron
diffraction patterns ofvyalsovite are unlike those ofval-
leriite, tochilinite,-and yushkinite. The patterns of vyal-
sovite have no pronounced hexagonal and tetragonal nets.
X-ray powder patterns of the hybrid minerals show strong
basal reflections: valleriite-(003), (006), (009), (00.18),
(00.21); tochilinite-(001), (002), (006) (Organova et al.,
1975). Repeated basal reflections are lacking in the X-ray
powder pattern of vyalsovite. These diftaction data con-
firm a difference of structure types.

Valleriite and other sulflde-hydroxide hybrid minerals
have layered structures with the formula (Cu,Fe),-,S.

[(Mg,Al,Fe)(OH)r]. In vyalsovite, [FeSo]-, [C-a(OFI)u]-, and
[Al(OH).]-polyhedra form a complex three-dimensional
framework having the formula FeS.Ca(OH)r.Al(OH)3.
(There may also be a variant of the structure when the
tops of one cation polyhedron are occupied by S and
OH simultaneously.) Raman spectroscopy suggests that
the structure of vyalsovite is characterized by linkages of
iron sulfide polyhedra and calcium (and aluminum) hy-
droxide polyhedra. A Raman spectrum of valleriite could
not be obtained because it was destroyed completely by
even the very low energy of a laser beam. This fact also
suggests structural differences between vyalsovite and
valleriite.

Valleriite and tochilinite are widespread in copper-
nickel ores of the Noril'sk region (Genkin et al., l98l).
There are specific valleriite-bearing ore types in which
valleriite (with tochilinite) forms nearly 2oo/o of the ores.
Unlike valleriite and tochilinite, vyalsovite occurs in very
small amounts in only one section of the ore body in the
zone where forsterite skarns are developed. The unusual
composition of vyalsovite reflects the specific conditions
of its formation. The assemblage vyalsovite * diaspore
+ djerfisherite + valleriite formed after chalcopyrite. The
formation of vyalsovite involved volatile components,
which ensured the availability of Ca from the dolomite
underlying the intrusion and resulted in the replacement
of chalcopyrite. A requisite amount of Al was released
during the transformation of magrresium aluminum spi-
nel. The pro@ss of diaspore crystallization proceeded si-

Fig. 5. Vyalsovite: electron photomicrograph (a) and micro-
diffraction patterns (b), (c) illustrating the face-centered lattice
(c).

multaneously with the formation of vyalsovite. This pro-
cess may be represented schematically by means of the
following reaction:

CuFeS, + Mg(Al,Fe)rOo + (Ca,Mg)CO3 + H,O
chal@pyrite spinel dolomite

- FeS'Ca(OH),'AI(OH)3 + HAIO,
vyal$Yite diasPore

* (Cu,Fe),-"S' n[(Mg,AlXOH),] + CO,.
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This reaction led to the formation of the vyalsovite-
bearing assemblages during the hydrothernal metamor-
phism of forsterite skarns.
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